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To aJ/Z whom it may concern: 
Be it known that we, J AMES M. TRUsooTr 

and EDWARD E. TRUscoTT, citizens of the 
United States, residing at St. Joseph, in the 
county of Berrien and State of Michigan, have 
invented new and useful Improvements in 
Canopies or Awnings, of which the following 
isla specification. y 
This invention relates to certain new and 

useful improvements inawnings or canopies 
especially adapted for use in connection Vwith 
4pleasure-boats, but which may also be used 
in other connections with little or no altera 
tions, and while we have shown the same ap 
plied to a boat we do not wish to be under 
stood as limiting ourselves to such use of the 
invention. 

The prime object of the invention is to pro 
\ vide a novel form of “ awning-block” so con 
structed and arranged as to permit of the 
awning being adjusted to Various angles of 
inclination and to permit of its being com~ 
pactly folded and lowered upon the coaming 
of the boat, where it will be out of the way 
when not in use, the construction and ar 
rangement of the parts being such that when 
the awning is folded the awning-carrying 
bows will lie immediately adjacent to each 
other, so that the flexible cover of the awn 
ing may be compactly folded or wrapped 
around the said bows, so as to occupy but little 
space. The construction is also such that the 
awning may be tilted bodily upon either side 
0f the boat in order to permit of the free and 
easy raising of a fishpole when the boat upon 
which the awning is placed is used for fishing 
purposes. The construction further permits 
of either of the awning-supporting bows be 
ing raised in order to enable passengers to 
freely enter and leave the boat. ` 
The invention further comprises a novel 

form of ridge-pole support, said support be~ 
ing capable of vertical adjustment and of re 
moval from the awning-block. 
The invention has in view other more or 

less important objects and purposes, all of 
which will be described in detail in the fol 
lowing specification. 
In order to enable others to fully under 

stand, make, and use our said invention, we 
will now proceed to describe the same in de 

tail, reference being had to the accompany 
ing drawings, in which 
Figure l is Áan end View, partly in section, 

of a boat, showing our awning applied thereto 
both in its spread and folded positions. Fig. 
2 is anenlarged detail end view, partly in 
section, of one of the awning-blocks. Fig. 3 
is a top view thereof with the ridge-pole sup 
port taken out. Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional 
view taken on the line 3 3 of Fig. 3 with the 
ridge-pole support put in place. Fig. 5 is a 
detail perspective View of one of the parts of 
the awning-block, and Fig. 6 is a perspective 
View of another part of the awning-block. Fig. 
7 is a side elevation of a boat, showing our 
improved awning-frame applied thereto. 

Referring now to the drawing Fig. l, the 
reference-numeral l designates a boat having 
‘secured thereto at its opposite ends stand 
ards 2, said standards serving to support the 
awning, as will be more fully hereinafter eX 
plained. Adjustably mounted upon the said 
standards are two similarly-constructed awn 
ing-blocks, each of which is made as follows, 
reference being had to Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of 
the drawings. 
The numeral 3 designates a sleeve having 

a pair of apertured lugs or ears 4 on. one side 
thereof, with an opening 5 extending entirely 
through one wall of the sleeve between said 
lugs or ears, and pivotally lnounted upon a 
pin 6, passing through the apertures in the 
lugs or ears 4, is a cam 7, having an operat 
ing lever or handle 8, the said cam being ar 
ranged to be projected through the opening 
5 in the sleeve and into firm gripping con~ 
tact with the standard 2, upon which the 
sleeve is mounted. Upon the opposite side 
of the sleeve 3 is a plate 9, provided centrally 
with a journal-pin l0, having an upwardly 
extending head or enlargement l2 at its end, 
as more clearly shown in Figs. 4c and 5. 
The reference  numeral 13 designates a 

block provided with a plate 13', having a plu 
rality of concentric apertures 13" and a cen 
tral aperture or socket 14, into which socket 
the headed journal-pin l0 is freely passed, 
whereby the block is capable of rotating there 
on. The said socket has an enlargement 14' 
at its entrance end and an upward extension 
or undercut ortion lll” at its inner end into 3 
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, To the upper end of each stem 29 and ex 

. port the end of a ridge-pole 32. 
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lport the side irons in substantially a horizon 

`quickly adjusted, we provide a lug or liange 

._the position seen in Fig. 5, and when in 

`tracted, and thus permit of the awning being 

Vinto either of which notches the end 27 of the 

which undercut portion the head of the jour 
nal-pin 10 fits, as more clearly shown in Fig. 
4. By this construction it will be seen that 
the two parts of the awning-block may be 
readily separated and assembled. The block 
13 is further provided on opposite sides with 
recessed portions 15, (see Figs. 3 and 6,) with 
in which the side irons or bows 16 of the 
awning-supports are pivoted, said side irons 
beingprovided with stops 17,thatabutagainst 
the end walls 18 of the block, and thus sup 

tal position. The block 13 is further pro 
vided at one side with an enlargement 18', 
having a cavity 19, Fig. 3, in which freely 
slides a rotatable bolt 20, on the outer end of 
which is iixed a handle 21, the said bolt be 
ing normally pressed toward the plate 13’ by 
means of a coiled spring 22, housed in said 
cavity, the said bolt being arranged to enter 
either of the sockets or apertures 13” in the 
plate 13’ and serving to lock the block and 
the awning carried thereby in any desired 
position ofl angular adjustment. In order to 
hold the bolt 20 retracted, so that it will not 
engage or enter the sockets or apertures 13”, 
and thus permit of the block being easily and 

23 at the end of the enlargement 18', the said 
lug being provided on its outer face or edge 
with a seat or notch 24, Fig. 4, into which the 
said handle` may be seated when turned to 

this position the said bolt 20 will be held re 

freely adjusted angularly relatively to the 
standards 2, and when the proper adjustment 

tate the handle out of engagement with its 
notch or seat 24, when the spring 22 will force 
the bolt into Whichever hole it is in coinci 
dence with. ' 

In order to removably and adjustably sup 
port a ridge-pole between the two standards, 
we have provided the following means: Each 
block 13 is provided on its outer face with a 
short open sleeve 25, having an opening in 
one side, through which passes one end 27 of 
a spring-actuated locking pawl or catch 28. 
Arranged to be inserted into and removed 
from as Well as to be adjusted vertically in 
the sleeve 25 of each block is a ridge-pole 
support, each support comprising a stem 29, 
having a plurality of notches 30 in its side, 

locking-pawl 28 is adapted to enter, whereby 
said stemvmay be readily and quickly adjusted 
in a vertical direction or removed entirely. 

tending at right angles thereto is a _head 0r ` 
channel-iron 31, adapted to receive and sup 

(Shown in 
section in Fig. 1.) By this constructionthe 
ridge-pole, with its supports, may be readily 
and quickly adjusted in a vertical direction 
in order to give any desired pitch to the awn 
ing, or said pole, with its supports, may be re 

moved bodily from the sleeves without hav 
ingV to remove or disconnect any fastening de 
vices whatever. In use it will be understood 
that the ridge-pole extends from one block 
to the other and is attached at its ends to the 
said channel-irons 31. ' 
An important feature of this invention is 

the construction of rotatable and separable 
blocks carrying ‘the pivoted side arms or awn 
ing-bows, the arrangement being such that 
the blocks may be moved from normal posi 
tion (which is horizontal) to a position at 
right angles to normal, (which is vertical,) as 
clearly shown in Fig. 1, thus permitting the 
awning-bows or side irons to be folded the 
one over and upon the other, in which posi 
tion the longitudinal arms 33 of the awning 
`bows will'lie in immediate proximity or con 
tact with each other, so as to allow of the 
ñexible awning - cover 34 being wrapped 
closely thereabout in a compact roll. A fur 
ther important feature resides in the fact that 
the awning can be easily and quickly adj usted 
to any desired position of angular adj ustment 
and automatically locked in said position. 
The cam-locking device employed in con 

nection with the sleeve is important, since it 
affords a firm, positive, and sure means for 
adj ustably connecting the awning-supporting 
devices to the standards, such as will not be 
come loosened by the vibrations caused by 
explosive and other motors usually employed 
to propel light pleasure-boats, which ordi 
narily carry awnings of the vtype herein shown 
and described. It will also be observed that 
theside irons carryingy the awning can be 
folded or swung upward slightly beyond a 
vertical position, as shown by dotted lines in 
Fig. 2, in order to permit the passengers to 
freely enter and leave the boat. When in 
this raised position, the side irons are sup 
ported and held from swinging entirely over 
1by reason of the side irons engaging the walls 
of the channeled portions of the block 13. 
Having thus described our invention, what 

we claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is'-  

1. A canopy comprising a cover of liexible 
material and a frame for the cover, said frame 
consisting of two supports, means for adjust 
ably clamping each support toa standard, a 
block rotatably mounted on each support, 
means for locking the blocks in diiferent po 
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sitions of adjustment, awning-bows pivotally Y 
attached to the blocks, an adjustable exten 
sion carried by each block and constituting a 
support for a ridge-pole and a ridge-pole at 
tached at its opposite ends respectively to 
said extensions substantially as described. 

2. A canopy comprising a cover of Iiexible 
material and a frame for the cover, said frame 
consisting of two sleeves,~lockingcams car 
ried by the sleeves, a block rotatably mounted 
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,on each sleeve, means for lockingthe blocks  
in different positions of adjustment relatively 
to the sleeves, an awning-bow pivoted to each 
side of each block, a ridge-pole, and means 
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carried by the blocks for supporting the ridge 
pole,` substantially as described. 

` 3. A canopy comprising a cover ot flexible 
material and a frame for the cover, said frame 
consisting of end supports, each support com 
prising a sleeve having an opening in its side 
wall, a cam-clamp pivoted to the sleeve and 
adapted to be projected through said opening, 
ablock rotatably mounted on the sleeve, awn 
ing  bows pivoted to opposite sides of the 
block, a locking-bolt carried by the block and 
adapted to engage the sleeve to support the 
`block in different positions of adjustment, a 
ridge-pole, and means carried by the block for 
supporting the ridge-pole, su bstantially as de 
scribed. i , , 

4. .In acanopy for boats or the like, the com 
bination with two standards, ot' rotatable 
blocks, means for adjustably attaching the 
blocks'to the standards, awning-bows pivoted 
to opposite sides of the blocks, means for lock 
ing the blocks in different positions of adjust 
ment relatively to the standards, adjustable 
means carried by each block for supporting 
a ridge-pole, and a ridge-pole attached at its 
ends to said supporting means, substantially 
as described. 

5. In a canopy for boats or the like, the com 
bination with two standards, of rotatable 
blocks, means for adjustably attaching the 
blocks to the standards, awning-bows pivoted 
to opposite sides of the blocks, a spring-actu 
ated locking-bolt carried by each block and 
adapted to lock the blocks in diñerent posi 
tions of adjustment relatively to the stand 
ards, an adjustable extension on each block, 
>and a ridge-pole secured at its ends to said 
extensions, substantially as described. 

6. In a canopy for boats or the like, the com 
bination with two standards, of rotatable 
blocks adjustably mounted respectively on 
said standards, and awning-bows pivoted to 
opposite sides of the blocks, said blocks be 
ing capable of rotation so as to bring the piv 
otal points of the bows in line with' the stand 
ards and the longitudinal arms of the bows in 
contact with each other, substantially as and 
for the purpose described. 

7. In a canopy for boats or the like, the com 
bination with two standards, of sleeves ad 
justably mounted respectively on the stand 
ards, means for locking the sleeves to the 
standards, rotatable blocks carried by the 
sleeves,awningbows pivoted to opposite sides 
of the blocks, said blocks being ̀ capable of 
movement into and out of alinement with the 
standards so as to bring the longitudinal arms 
of the bows in contact with each other, and 
a ridge-pole connecting the two blocks, sub 
stantially as described. 

S. In a canopy for boats, the combination 
with two standards, of a sleeve adjustably 
mounted on each standard, means for locking 
the sleeves to the standards, a plate carried 
by each sleeve and provided with a central 
journal-pin, a block journaled on the pin of 
each plate and provided with a plurality of 
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concentrically  arranged recesses, awning 
bows pivoted to opposite sides of each block, 
a lockin g -bolt carried by each sleeve and 
adapted to enter either of the recesses in the 
said block, said bolts serving to lock the 
blocks in different positions of adjustment 
relatively to the standards, and a ridge-pole 
connected at its ends to the said blocks, sub 
stantially as described. 

9. In an awning-frame, a sleeve, a block ro 
tatably mounted thereon, awning-bows piv 
oted to opposite sides of the block, a locking 
device serving to lock the block in different 
positions . of adjustment relatively to the 
sleeve, and means carried by the block for 
supporting a ridge-pole, substantially as de 
scribed. 

IO. An awning-block comprising a sleeve, 
means carried by the sleeve for attaching the 
latter to a standard, a block rotatably mount 
ed on the sleeve, means carried by the block 
for supporting the ends of awning-bows, a 
locking device for holding the block in diüer 
ent positions of adjustment relatively to the 
sleeve, means for holding the locking device 
out of operative position, and an adjustable 
extension carried by the block for supporting 
a ridge-pole, substantially as described. 

1l. An awning-block comprising a sleeve, a 
cam carried by the sleeve for attaching the 
latter to a standard, ablock rotatably mount 
ed on the sleeve, means carried by the block 
for receiving the ends of awning-bows, a` lock 
ing-bolt having a handle at its outer end, said 
bolt carried by the sleeve and serving to lock 
the block in di?erent positions of adjustment 
relatively to the sleeve, a notched lug ar 
ranged adjacent to the said handle and into 
which notch the handle is adapted to be seat 
ed when the bolt is retracted to hold the bolt 
out of operative position, and means carried 
by the block arranged to support the end of a 
ridge-pole, substantially as described. 

l2. An awning-block comprising a sleeve, a 
locking-cam carried thereby, a plate also car 
ried by the sleeve and provided with a cen 
tral journal-pin, a block journaled on` said 
pin and provided with a plurality of concen 
tric recesses, means carried by the block for 
receiving the ends of awning-irons, a spring 
actuated bolt carried by the sleeve and ar 
ranged to enter either of the recesses in the 
said block, a handle on the outer end of the 
bolt, a notched lug mounted on the sleeve ad 
jacent to the handle and serving to receive 
and retain the latter to hold the bolt retract 
ed, and means carried by the block for sup 
porting one end of a ridge-pole, substantially 
as described. 

13. In a canopy for boats or the like, the 
combination with two standards, of blocks ad 
j ustably mounted respectively on said stand` 
ards, awning-bows pivoted to opposite sides 
of each block, an open sleeve carried by each 
block, a pair of ridge-pole supports each com-` 
prising a head and a stem, said stems being 
removably mounted in said open sleeves, and 
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a ridge-pole attached atV its opposite ends to 
said supports. 

14. In a canopy of the class described, the 
combination with two standards, of blocks ad 
justably mounted on said standards respec 
tively, awning-bows pivoted to opposite sides 
of each block, a sleeve carried by each block, 
a vertically-adjustable ridge-pole support re 
movably supported in each sleeve, a spring 
actuated catch adapted to enter notches in 
each of said supports to hold the latter in dif 
ferent positions of adjustment, and a ridge 
pole attached at its opposite ends to said sup 
ports, the arrangement being such that the 
ridge-pole and its attached supports may be 
removed bodily from the blocks, substantially 
as described. 

l5. In a canopy of the class described, the 
combination with two standards, of lblocks ad 
justably mounted on said standards, awning 
bows pivoted to opposite sides of each block, 
a sleeve carried by each block, a pair ‘of ridge 
pole supports each comprising a stem and a 
channeled head, said stems being formed in 
tegral with and extending at right angles to 
said heads and one of said stems being re 
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movably mounted in each sleeve, and a ridge 
pole attached at its opposite ends to said 
channeled heads, Vthe arrangement being . 
such that the ridge-pole andits attached sup 
ports may be removed bodily from their 
sleeves, substantially as described. 

16. An awning-block comprising in its con 
struction, a sleeve carrying a clamping de 
vice and a headed journal-pin projecting lat 
erally from one side of the sleeve, a cen 
trally-apertured block removably journaled 
on said pin and having an undercut portion 
to receive the headed end of the pin and serv 
ing to hold the parts against separation, 
means for locking the block to the sleeve in 
diüerent positions of adjustment, and means 
carried by the block for receiving the ends of 
awning-bows. 

In testimony whereof we have hereunto set 
our hands in presence of two subscribing Wit 
nesses. 

JAMES M. TRUSCOTT. 
v EDWARD E. TRUSCOTT. 
Witnesses: 

' HERMAN E. KoMIToH, 
PAUL BAsTIN. 
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